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Abstract 
We characterize injective cogenerators and Morita duality via equivalences and dualities 
between finitely generated projective modules and finitely cogenerated injective modules. 
If R is a ring, Mod-R denotes the category of all right R-modules, FGP-R denotes 
the category of all finitely generated projective right R-modules, and FCI-R denotes 
the category of all finitely cogenerated injective right R-modules. In the same way, we 
introduce the notations R-Mod, R-FGP, and R-FCI for left R-modules. 
A classical result due to Morita [S] states that an equivalence between Mod-A and 
Mod-R for two rings A and R is precisely induced by a bimodule ,,PR where PR is 
a finitely generated projective generator and A 2 End(PR) canonically; the equiva- 
lence is given by 
- 0 “PR : Mod-A e Mod-R:Hom&PR,-). 
In this paper, we prove that an equivalence (duality) between FGP-A and FCI-R 
(A-FGP and FCI-R) is precisely induced by a bimodule AlJR where U, is a finitely 
cogenerated injective cogenerator and A z End( U,) canonically; and the equivalence 
(duality) is given by 
-B~U~:FGP-AZ FCI-R : HomR( AUR,-), 
(Hom,(-, AUR) :A-FGP I FCI-R : Horn&, AUR)). 
Consequently, we characterize Morita duality via equivalences and dualities between 
finitely generated projective modules and finitely cogenerated injective modules. 
All rings have an identity and all modules are unitary. We freely use the terminol- 
ogies and notations of [l]. 
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Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent for a bimodule AUR: 
(1) U, is aJinitely cogenerated injective cogenerator and A z End(&) canonically; 
(2) - @ AUR : FGP-A I FCI-R : HomR( A U,,-) deJines an equivalence; 
(3) HomA(-, AUR) :A-FGP I FCI-R : HomR(-, AU,) deJines a duality. 
Proof. (1) a(2): We use an idea of [3] to prove this direction. 
(i) If PA E FGP-A, then P @ Q g A: for some Q E FGP-A and n E N. Hence, 
(P @ aUR) 0 (Q 0 AUR) z A” 0 AUR g Vi, and then P 0 AUR E FCI-R. 
(ii) If RR E FCI-R, then E @ F s Ui for some F E FCI-R and n E N. Hence, 
Hom,(U, E) 0 Horn&J, F) z Hom,(U, U”) z Ai, and then Horn&?, U) E FGP-A. 
(iii) For each n E N, we have the canonical isomorphisms: 
A” 0 *UR z Ul; and Horn@, Ui) r A?. 
(iv) If PA E FGP-A, we consider the canonical homomorphism 
We claim that fp is always a monomorphism. We assume A = End(&), and then 
Hom,(P, A) = HomA(P, HomR(U, U)) z Hom,(P 0 *U, U), where the canonical 
isomorphism is given by h H [p 0 u H h( p) (u)]. If 0 # p E P, we have h(p) # 0 for 
some h E Hom”(P, A), since AA cogenerates PA. Now A = End(UR), so there is a u E U 
with h(p)(u) # 0. It follows that p 8 u # 0 and then p$Ker(fp). Therefore, fp is 
a monomorphism. By (iii), fAn is an isomorphism for any n E N. We get the com- 
mutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 
'pA .O 
I f.4n I fP 
Hom,(U, A” @ AU)A- Horn,@, P @ AU)AA 0 
I 
0 
which proves that f_ is an isomorphism. 
(v) For any ER E FCI-R, we consider the canonical homomorphism gE: 
Horn&r, E) @ AU -+ E via h @ u H h(u). Since U, generates ER,gE is always an 
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epimorphism. By (iii), gun is an isomorphism for any n E N. We get the commutative 
diagram with exact rows and columns: 
O- HomdU,E) 8 JJh- Horn&Y, U”) @ AUR- 0 
0 l ER l O 
which proves that gE is an isomorphism. 
(2) + (1): Since AA E FGP-A, U, g A @ __,UR E FCI-R, and A z Horn&J, A @ AU) 
z Horn,,, U, U), canonically. One checks that the composition of these two canonical 
right A-module isomorphism is the canonical ring isomorphism A z End(U,). If 
ER = E(S,) is the injective envelope of a simple right R-module SR then 
Horn&J, E) E FGP-A. Hence, A> z Horn&J, E) 0 Q for some Q E FGP-A and 
HEN. Then U~~A”@.UR~(Hom,(U,E)@AU)R@(Q@AU)R~ERO(Q~~U)R. 
Hence, ER can be embedded into U,, and U, is a cogenerator. 
(1) 3 (3): We denote (-)* = Hom(-, U), i.e., M* = Hom,(M, U) if M E A-Mod and 
M* = HomR(M, U) if M E Mod-R. A (left A- or right R-) module M is U-reflexive if 
the evaluation homomorphism eM : M + M** is an isomorphism. We clearly have the 
canonical right R-module isomorphism (AA)* g U,. Moreover, the canonical ring 
isomorphism A z End( U,) induces a left A-module isomorphism (U,)* g AA. Hence, 
both AA and U, are U-reflexive modules, and so are AA” and VI for each n E N. If 
*P E A-FGP, then AAn z P @ Q for some Q E A-FGP and n E N. Hence, AP is 
U-reflexive, i.e., ep: P g P** is an isomorphism of left A-modules. Moreover, since 
VI g (A”)* &I P* @ Q*, we must have P* E FCI-R. Conversely, if ER E FCI-R, then 
lJi g E @ F for some FR E FCI-R and n E: N. Since U[ is U-reflexive, so is ER, i.e., 
er: E 2 E** is an isomorphism of right R-modules. Now AAn z A(V)* s’ E* 0 F*, 
hence we have E* E A-FGP. 
(3) = (1): Since AA E A-FGP, we have the canonical left A-module isomorphisms 
AA z (AA)** = Hom,(Hom,(A, U), U) z Hom,JU, U), which induces the canonical 
ring isomorphism A cz End(&). We also have U, g Hom,(A, U) E FCI-R. If 
ER = E(S,) is the injective envelope of a simple right R-module SR then E* E A-FGP. 
Hence, AAn z E* 0 Q for some Q E A-FGP and n E N. Then Vi z (A”)* 2 
E** 0 Q* z E 0 Q*. Hence, ER = E(S,) can be embedded into U,, and so U, is 
a cogenerator. 0 
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The equivalence of (1) and (2) in Theorem 1 asserts that a finitely cogenerated 
injective cogenerator UK induces an equivalence between FGP-A and FCI-R, where 
A z End(&) canonically. The next theorem shows that any equivalence FGP-A 
I FCI-R is obtained in this way. 
Theorem 2. Let T : FGP-A 1 FCI-R: H define an (additive) equivalence, and 
AUR = T(*AA) be the canonical bimodule. Then 
(1) I.J, is aJinitely cogenerated injectiue cogenerator and A z End(&) canonically; 
and 
(2) T g - OAUR and H g Horn&U,,-). 
Proof. Since U, = T(A,), we must have the canonical ring isomorphism 
End( U,) z End(A,), which is isomorphic to A canonically. Hence, we have a canoni- 
cal ring isomorphism A g End(&). If RR E FCI-R, then 
H(E), r Hom,(A, H(E)) 1 Hom,(T(A), E) = Horn&J, E). 
Hence H z Horn&J-). Now we show that U, is a cogenerator. First note that 
U, = T(A,) is a finitely cogenerated injective module. Let ER = E(S,) be the injective 
envelope of a simple R-module S R. Then H(E) E FGP-A and A: z H(E) @ Q for 
some Q E FGP-A and n E N. Hence Vi E T(Ai) z TH(E) 0 T(Q) z E 0 T(Q). It 
follows that ER = E(SJ can be embedded into U, and then U, is a finitely co- 
generated injective cogenerator. Finally, by Theorem 1, - 0 AU, is an inverse functor 
of Hom,(U, -) z H, hence we must have - 6 AUR z T. 0 
We see from the equivalence of (1) and (3) in Theorem 1 that a finitely cogenerated 
injective cogenerator U, induces a duality between A-FGP and FCI-R, where 
A E End(UR) canonically. The next result says that any duality A-FGP 1 FCI-R is 
obtained in this way. 
Theorem 3. Let HI : A-FGP ) FCI-R: Hz dejne a (additive) duality, and *I& = 
H,(,A,) be the canonical bimodule. Then 
(1) U, is a$nitely cogenerated injective cogenerator and A z End(&) canonically; 
and 
(2) HI 2 HomA(-,.U,) and H2 g Horn&,.U,). 
Proof. The proof is dual to that given in Theorem 2 and we omit it. 0 
A ring R is called a right (left) PF-ring if RR (nR) is a finitely cogenerated injective 
cogenerator. The next result follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
Corollary 4. A ring R is a right PF-ring ij and only if we have an equality FGP-R 
= FCI-R. 
A bimodule *UR defines a Morita duality if and only if AUR is a faithfully balanced 
bimodule and both AU and U, are (finitely cogenerated) injective cogenerators. An 
introduction to Morita duality is presented in [l, Sections 23 and 241 and [6, Ch. 11. 
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The following characterization of Morita duality follows from Theorem 1 and its left 
symmetry. 
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent for a bimodule *U,: 
(1) A& dejnes a Morita duality; 
(2) (i) - 0 AUR : FGP-A I FCI-R : Horn&&-), and 
(ii) *lJ aR-:R-FGP I A-FCI:Hom,(,&-) 
define equivalences; 
(3) (i) Hom,(-, AUR) : A-FGP I FCI-R : Horn&, AUR), and 
(ii) Hom,(-, RUR): A-FCI 1 FGP-R : Horn&, AUR) 
define dualities. 
Since there is a right PF-ring which is not a left PF-ring [4], the conditions in 
Theorem 5(2)(ii) and (3)(ii) cannot be dropped. 
It is known that if *Us defines a Morita duality then (-)* = Hom(-,AUR) induces 
a duality between finitely generated left A- (right R-) modules and finitely cogenerated 
right R- (left A-) modules. Our concluding proposition shows that the converse is also 
true. 
Proposition 6. A bimodule AUR defines a Morita duality if and only if 
(-)* = Hom(-, AUR) induces a duality between the category ofallfinitely generated left 
A-modules (all finitely generated right R-modules) and the category of all finitely 
cogenerated right R-modules (all finitely cogenerated left A-modules). 
Proof. ( =a) This direction is known. 
( -=) Since both AA and RR are U-reflexive, *UK is a faithfully balanced bimodule. 
Let RR = E(S,) be the injective envelope of a simple R-module SR. Then AE* is finitely 
generated and there is an epimorphism AA” + *E*, which induces a monomorphism 
Es z (AE*)* + (AA”)* z Ui. Hence, there is a monomorphism Es --f U, and Us is 
a cogenerator. Similarly, *U is a cogenerator. It follows from [2, Corollary 71 that 
both AU and Us are injective modules and then *UR defines a Morita duality. 
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